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Crosstab
• 1 Use guide
• 2 Calculated fields
• 3 Technical notes
° 3.1 Max cells' number
° 3.2 Temporary table
This functionality is available since SpagoBI 2.7.0.

1 Use guide
Suppose you build a query that returns the sum of Store sales and the sum of Store costs grouped by store (country and city)
and by product (family and department) like in figure 1:

… then you execute it ...

Now we want to define a crosstab displaying Store sales and Store costs, putting store's country and city into the columns and
product's family and department into the rows. Click on the third Qbe tab, 'Crosstab designer':
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then retrieve the query fields clicking on the gear button on the "Selected fields" panel:

Then, drag and drop the measures and the grouping properties from the "Selected fields" panel into the crosstab schema on the
right:

Note that the crosstab is produced by a 2-steps process:
1. base query (the one defined on figure 1) execution against the datamart;
2. crosstab query execution against the results of the base query.
Using the crosstab designer you are defining the crosstab query (second step), that can return measures with a higher granularity
(than the base query); besides crosstab query can use different aggregation functions: as an example, if the base query is using
COUNT aggregator, may be you want to use the SUM aggregator in the crosstab query. By default, the engine will consider,
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for the crosstab query, the same aggregation function on measures as the ones used in the base query, but you can change the
aggregation function double-clicking on the measure in the crosstab schema:

Clicking on the "?" button, you can also set some other properties of the crosstab: display measures on rows or columns, display
totals or sub-totals on rows/columns:

Then you can click on the gear button on the top-right corner and the crosstab will be loaded and displayed:

Then you can export the crosstab result into a XLS file, by opening export menu (on document execution toolbar), "Crosstab"
submenu.
Example of crosstab displaying totals:
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Example of crosstab displaying sub-totals:

On crosstab preview panel you can modify the crosstab itself:
1. you can change the position on the headers (both column headers and row headers) if the headers belong to the same
level;
2. you can adjust the heigth of the column headers and the width of the row headers (just move the mouse into the header's
border; if you are using IE, you have to move the mouse on the top right corner of the column header);
3. click on the header and a context menu will appear with the following options:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

remove the calculated field (if it is a calculated field, see below)
modify the calculated field (if it is a calculated field, see below)
add a calculated field (see below)
hide the header: it will hide the selected header and its descendants
hide the header of that type: it will hide the selected header and all the other headers with the same name at the same
level (and their descendants)
6. show hidden headers (a submenu will display all hidden headers)
7. show/hide measures
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2 Calculated fields
If you select the "Add calculated field" option from the header's context menu, a wizard will appear: you have to fill the name
and the expression of the calculated field. Type the calculated-field's name by hand; click on the headers (belonging to the same
level of the header clicked when you opened the context menu) in order to define the operands (note that the final expression
should be a javascript expression, therefore you can use operators such as "+", "*", "/", "-" and brackets).

The following figure shows 3 different calculated fields:
1. Profit, that is the difference between Store sales and Store costs: it was defined just once, and the engine automatically
calculates Profit wherever Store sales and Store costs appear at the second level in the columns' hierarchy (since I opened
the context menu on that level);
2. Drink & Food, that is the sum of measures for Food and Drink;
3. USA plus Canada, that is the sum of measures for USA and Canada, on rows.

Suppose that a calculated-field is the sum between X and Y and that they are high level members: the engine will merge all X
and Y descendants and calculate the field for them: see example in the figure below:
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3 Technical notes
3.1 Max cells' number
The crosstab has a maximum dimension: it can be configure into SpagoBIQbeEngine/WEB-INF/conf/qbe.xml, inside QBECROSSTAB-CELLS-LIMIT tag, the default value is 2000. If the crosstab cells' number exceeds that limit, a warning will be
produced and the crosstab will be truncated to that limit.
<QBE-CROSSTAB-CELLS-LIMIT value=
"2000" isBlocking=
"false"/>

3.2 Temporary table
When executing the crosstab, the Qbe engine will execute the base query (the query defined in figure 1) and will save the
results into a table; then the crosstab data are produced quering this intermediate table.
We call the intermediate table as "temporary table", even if it is an actual table created into you data warehouse. This
mechanism improves performance during the crosstab query definition process, since, if the base query does not change, it is
not re-executed; obviously, if the base query is changed, the temporary table is dropped and re-created. The temporary table's
name is composed by:
1. a prefix;
2. the user-id;
3. a suffix.
SpagoBIQbeEngine will create a temporary table per user. The prefix and the suffix can be defined in SpagoBIQbeEngine/
WEB-INF/conf/qbe.xml, inside QBE_TEMPORARY_TABLE tag, default values are "TMPSBIQBE_" and "" respectively.
<QBE_TEMPORARY_TABLE enabled=
"true" prefix=
"TMPSBIQBE_" suffix=
"" />

The user-id is cleaned from accents and non-letter characters. Of course SpagoBIQbeEngine has to be provided with a database
connection user with table creation right; if it is not the case, you can disable the temporary table strategy by setting the
"enabled" property to false, and this strategy will be substituted by another strategy that uses the SQL inline view construct.
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